Installing Hole: 25.5×25.5mm, M2

Size: 28.5×28.5mm, 25.5mm installation hole (M2)

Traget: G_H_30

Current meter: 210

Supports Dshot600, Oneshot, Multishot

Input: 2-4s, 5-36V

ESC MCU: BB21F16G

Motor 3: B+, B-, 5V

Motor 4: B+, B-, 5V

Camera: 5-36V, 5V

Receiver: 5-36V, 5V

BLE: 5V

USB: micro USB

BEC output: 5V@1A

LED: Yes

Weight: 5.6g

Model Name: GEP-12A-F4

Firmware target: MATEKF411

MCU: STM32F411

Instruction Diagram
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Serial Port

Install the following code in the CLI interface of the station: